Click here to subscribe to our mailing list.

Budget & Finance Support promotes training, tools, and communications to take full advantage of the financial Matrix.

Review the Cost Transfers for Concur Documents

Cost Sharing is UC San Diego resources provided directly in support of a Cost Sharing FAQs

Help opportunities, resources, and Blink pages? Refer to our Do you have trouble keeping track of Oracle Procurement training Oracle Procurement Help Page
delivered to your location. A list of all available deliver-to locations and Oracle Financials Cloud Tips & Tricks

Continue to report all enhancements, new reports, issues, and office hours topics to the Oracle BI team using Continue to report all enhancements, new reports, issues, and office hours topics to the Oracle BI team using

For larger reports, use the built-in scheduling feature. transaction #, transfer dates, project, award, owning organization, and more.

This panorama is a collection of reports designed to provide details about UCSD-DSH Project Cost Transfer Panorama

The primary external-facing accounts receivable dashboard. UCSD-DSH Accounts Receivable Panorama

These panoramas use Campus Alternate reporting hierarchies. This panorama delivers a full suite of budget and financial management reports Budget and Financial Management Reports Panorama

Available Now @ reports.ucsd.edu

To highlight the transaction discrepancies and errors in the Oracle LEDGER/UCPath Labor Ledger Alignment

Transfer is completed. On February 18, a notice went out to Principal Investigators and Project Notice that included cost transfers, on their awards/projects.

Errors.

For POETAF combinations, including cost transfers, we recommend using the Concur Financials Cloud and Concur Travel & Expense tips and travel policy guidance. The next Travel Register via the UC Learning Center and join the Travel team as they go over Traveling for UC San Diego business? Jet over to the UC Learning Center!

Please note that you can also search "Concur" in the UC Learning Center to Training day is this Thursday, February 25.
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